Automated prediction curation
mirdeep with default parameter.
Manual = miRNAs found from
genome browsing around mirdeep
predictions.

miRBase
v21

miRDeep2
+ manual

All ENSEMBL intron
annotations with at least
1 perfectly mapped
read. Introns <= 300 are
included “as is”. Introns
> 300nt - only 150nts of
sequence abuting the
intron termini are kept.

Genome-wide
introns

Inverted-repeat finder with XXX
parameters (as Jiayu).

All homologs identified using LASTZ.
Homologs are ranked by an adjusted
score based upon percent identity and
coverage of the query sequence.
Orthologs are identified as the best
scoring homolog. Other lesser score
homologs are not examined.

Inverted-repeat
finder

Orthologs

Inspect all predictions
with probability of being
a miRNA is >= 0.5

Random Forest
Inspect all orthologs that are not already
captured by an automated approach, and have a
minimum of 3 precursor reads.

Inspect all predictions

Detailed inspection
Known miRBase miRNAs

Known miRBase orthologs, and all other
predictions proceed to the next step

Canonical miRNA Confidence evaluation

Critieria:
1. [can-products] At least 3 miR* reads or 1 5’MOR, loop,
half-diced or 3’MOR read
2. [total] At least 30 total miR and miR* reads
3. [pairing] Hairpin structure with at least 13 paired nucleotides
in miR:miR* duplex
4. [can-top3] Top 3 iso-miR reads account for 85% of the miR
arm reads
5. [back] miR:mir* duplex to background read ratio is > 1

Mirtron confidence evaluation

Critieria:
1. [mir-products] At least 3 miR* reads or 1 loop or half-diced
read or 1 uridylated/adenylated 3’ read.
2. [total] At least 30 total miR or miR* reads
3. [pairing] Hairpin structure with at least 13 paired nucleotides
in miR:miR* duplex
4. [mir-top3] Top 3 iso-miRs from the 3’ arm account for 85% of 3‘
arm reads
5. [back] miR:mir* duplex to background read ratio is > 1

Confident miRNAs pass all criteria

Candidate miRNAs fail one or more criteria
Check if these can be rescued due to homology
with other candidate or confident miRNAs

Canonical miRNA Rescue

Critieria:
1. Candidate is orthologous to a confident or known canonical
miRNA
2. At least 10 total miR and miR* reads.
3. The candidate ortholog has the same start +/- 1nt as the 5’
start position of the miR arm of the confident/known miRNA.

Known miRNAs

Novel
Confident miRNAs

Mirtron rescue

Critieria:
1. Candidate is orthologous to a known, confident, or candidate
mirtron
2. At least 10 total miR and miR* reads.
3. The candidate ortholog has the same start +/- 1nt as the 5’ start
position of the 3‘ arm of the candidate/confident/known orthologous
mirtron.

Candidate-rescued miRNAs pass all rescued criteria

Candidate miRNAs that fail to be
rescued but still have 10 reads
are left as candidate miRNAs

Candidate miRNAs that fail the
10 read rescue criteria are
FALSE

Novel
Candidate-rescued miRNAs

Novel
Candidate miRNAs

FALSE

Supplementary Figure S3: Detailed flow-chart of miRNA and mirtron identification pipeline and
scoring criteria.
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